
Transitioning to EMVcredit and debit cards is a daunting task for any financial organization, large or 
small. EMV chip cards — also simply known as smart cards or chip cards — are cards that contain 
an embedded microchip. This transition has created even more challenges because of the sheer 
number of financial institutions now requiring EMV cards and as a result, the traditional lead times 
have greatly expanded – in some cases up to months for card delivery.

IdentiSys is a supplier of EMV chip cards to banks, credit unions and third party processors, offering 
a quick turnaround on printing,  full personalization and/or fulfillment.  Experienced in EMV 
specifications and profiles with each of the main chip providers, IdentiSys can produce and deliver a 
broad range of financial EMV chip cards, as well as support the changes in the financial card industry 
in the process.

Quick, Quality EMV Cards
We can offer you the largest diversity of chips, milling and embedding, initialization and pre-
personalization, personalization, dual interface, technical support and EMV consultation….all this, 
with a typical turnaround after proof is approved of 5 – 10 days. 

Chip Certifications
Through our card suppliers, we offer most major chip authorizations (chips and key management) to 
make this transition and continued card printing/production easy for you including:

Financial EMV Cards
  Credit, Debit and Pre-Paid Cards

 G & D   Gemalto  NXP 

Morpho  Oberthur  Kona 

ST Micro  Multos   Inside Secure 

Infinion (certification process underway) 



Processor Partnerships

Our suppliers have partnerships with the major Processors including:

Fiserv TSYS EFT
Gemalto First Data Oberthur

Quick - Completed EMV Cards

While other EMV card manufacturers are currently taking longer (sometimes months) to produce EMV chip 
cards — even with small orders — IdentiSys can provide high quality cards in just around a week. Debit, 
credit, and pre-paid cards are all manufactured with the same expedited turnaround times.

Look to IdentiSys for all of your card needs.  Our local sales 
staff can work with you to produce or replenish an order, test 
a new design, launch specialty products or simply support 
migrating existing programs to EMV. We can help. 
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IdentiSys Advantage

• High Quality Cards - Quick

• 24 - 48 Hr. Proofs

• Flexibility on Card Design

• Hard Sample Proofs

• 5 - 10 Day Total Turnaround

• Local Sales & Service


